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Introduction 

Philosophy education is usually handed down from on high. More often than 

not, “learning philosophy” means learning from teachers and other authority 

figures. This has a valuable role, to be sure, but philosophy is practical: it is 

something that you practice in your life and on your own. In particular, a 

core part of learning philosophy is learning it with your peers, in an 

environment that you create. There is no substitute for this environment. I 

created this guide to help school students learn philosophy in this peer 

environment. It is meant to help create a student-run philosophy club that 

facilitates this learning, to help this philosophy club grow, and to give 

resources and activities to keep this club educational and worthwhile for all 

members.  

This guide is split into two components. The first component is free resources 

to learn philosophy. Based on my experience coaching students for the Ethics 

Bowl, I have seen students’ differing levels of familiarity with philosophy, 

and so I’ve chosen resources to help students of all levels. Furthermore, I’ve 

chosen resources that reflect the diversity of philosophical traditions and not 

just the Western canon. 

The second component is activities to learn philosophy in your club group. 

The activities are fun and easy for anyone to participate in, while still 

providing immersive philosophical lessons. They will help stimulate 

discussions about morality, logic, and tradeoffs. They will also help you learn 

about your own moral intuitions and positions in a way that will hopefully be 

valuable. 

Good luck! 
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Resources 

The greatest sources of philosophical education are already out there on the internet: 

you just need to find them. And that’s what this section is - a compilation of resources to 

learn philosophy in a group setting. I have tried to include a wide range of resources that 

serve all kinds of students, no matter their philosophical background. In addition, I have 

included resources that display the diverse traditions of philosophy and not just the 

Western canon - it is important to learn the Western canon, but it is equally important to 

learn that it is not the entire universe of philosophy, something that most school-level 

exposures to philosophy don’t tell you. 

Finally, these resources are all 100% free meaning that you can access them all at no 

cost to you or any club member. In particular, the most important free philosophical 

resources that can serve you are blogs, podcasts, and videos. 

Blogs (sorted roughly by accessibility) 

Blogs and blog posts can be some of the most accessible and interesting ways of 

discovering philosophical ideas and discussions.  

- BrainPickings - philosophical readings of art, poetry and other literature. Very 

accessible. 

- Aeon - a magazine devoted to applying philosophy to current affairs. Very 

accessible. 

- PEA Soup - a discussion forum for philosophy and ethics. 

- Practical Ethics - ethical analysis of daily news. Very accessible. 

- Ordinary Philosophy - philosophy focused on public issues, public policy and 

governance. 

- Crooked Timber - philosophy focused on public issues, public policy and 

governance. Basic but still comprehensive. 

- Digressions & Impressions - discussions of wide-ranging philosophy topics. Basic 

but still comprehensive. 

- Unpolished Jade - discussion of Chinese philosophy. More specialized but less 

abstract. 

- Aesthetics for Birds - discussion of art and aesthetic philosophy. More specialized 

but less abstract. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/
https://aeon.co/
http://peasoup.us/
http://blog.practicalethics.ox.ac.uk/
https://ordinaryphilosophy.com/
http://crookedtimber.org/
https://digressionsnimpressions.typepad.com/
https://unpolishedjade.wordpress.com/
https://aestheticsforbirds.com/
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- Feminist Philosophers - archived blog about feminist philosophy. More specialized 

but less abstract. 

- Philosophical Disquisitions - philosophy focused on the future and emerging 

technologies. More specialized but less abstract. 

- Samzdat - expository blog about topics in the philosophy of history, mathematics, 

and more. More specialized but less abstract. 

- Less Wrong - blog/forum for people interested in reason, rationality and science. 

More specialized but less abstract. 

- Erratic Wisdom - philosophy focused on science and medicine. More specialized. 

- Rationally Speaking - archived blog about reason, science and rationality. More 

advanced. 

- Philosophy, etc - discussion of recent work in philosophy. More advanced. 

- Error Statistics - philosophy of science, statistics and reason. More technical and 

more advanced. 

Important note: many of the blogs here are run by academic philosophers, so some of 

their posts are about philosophy academia in particular and thus less relevant to 

philosophical learning. Filter aggressively to find the blog posts you learn from! 

Furthermore, navigating blogs to find possible articles to discuss is a formidable task. 

Each blog can have hundreds of posts. Use sidebars and tags to find themes that you’re 

interested in discussing. Some blogs will also have roundups that list all of their posts. 

Podcasts (sorted roughly by accessibility) 

Podcasts are another incredible and accessible way of discovering philosophy. They’re 

conversational, which can be very helpful for some people who don’t learn as well from 

a pure lecture/expository format. They also usually feature interviews with guests, 

meaning each podcast has dozens of perspectives from all the different guests that are 

featured, and you can follow those guests if their work interests you. 

- Hi-Phi Nation - story-form philosophy about a wide range of contemporary issues. 

Very accessible. 

- Philosophize This! - accessible chronological explanations of the historical 

philosophers who shaped our world. 

- On Being - a series of interviews about the big questions in life and finding 

meaning. 

https://feministphilosophers.wordpress.com/
https://philosophicaldisquisitions.blogspot.com/
https://samzdat.com/
https://www.lesswrong.com/
http://erraticwisdom.com/
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/
https://www.philosophyetc.net/
https://errorstatistics.com/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/hi-phi-nation/id1190204515?mt=2
https://bestpodcasts.com/philosophize-this/
https://bestpodcasts.com/on-being-with-krista-tippett/
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- Examining Ethics - examinations of ethical dilemmas, modern and historical, and 

philosophical work that informs them. 

- The Public Philosopher - coverage of modern controversies through the lens of 

political philosophy.  

- The UnMute Podcast - addressing modern issues through the work of diverse 

voices in philosophy. 

- Contemplify - accumulated practical wisdom about living philosophically. More 

accessible and story-form. 

- WHY? - Philosophical Discussions About Everyday Life - does what it says! Basic 

but still comprehensive. 

- The Philosophy Guy - casual discussions of philosophy, especially its presence in 

pop culture. Focuses on applying philosophy to your own life. Basic but still 

comprehensive. 

- Pop Culture Philosophers - the philosophy of pop culture and how it affects us, 

individually and collectively. 

- The Partially Examined Life - casual discussions of philosophical texts with an 

emphasis on making them understandable. 

- In Our Time: Philosophy - a history of philosophers and their ideas. Episodes range 

from beginner-friendly to more advanced. 

- Philosophy: The Classics - bite-sized introduction to 27 key works in the history of 

philosophy. 

- Philosophy Talk Starters - introductions to the philosophy of a wide range of 

modern issues. More comprehensive but also less abstract. 

- Philosophical Disquisitions: Society, Ethics and Technology - philosophy focused 

on the future and emerging technologies. More complex but less abstract. 

- History of Philosophy Without Any Gaps - a look at many historically overlooked 

philosophers and their works. More advanced. 

- The Philosopher’s Zone - more comprehensive examination of modern 

philosophical issues. Highlight: the series of episodes on philosophy in the wake 

of empire. 

- Philosophy Bites - short interviews with modern philosophers on the issues they 

study. More advanced. 

- New Books in Philosophy - longform interviews with modern philosophers on their 

books. More advanced. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/examining-ethics/id1002243133
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-public-philosopher/id514253822?mt=2
https://unmutetalk.podbean.com/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/contemplify/id1136340584
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/why-philosophical-discussions-about-everyday-life/id311851745?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-philosophy-guy/id1223788267?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/pop-culture-philosophers/id1100078454?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-partially-examined-life-philosophy-podcast/id318345767?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/in-our-time-philosophy/id463701671?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/philosophy-the-classics/id254465298?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/philosophy-talk/id1279400615?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/ie/podcast/philosophical-disquisitions/id447661909?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/history-of-philosophy-without-any-gaps/id396903391?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-philosophers-zone-program-podcast/id135353439?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/philosophy-bites/id257042117?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/new-books-in-philosophy/id426208821?mt=2
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- Rationally Speaking - discussions about reason, philosophy and science. More 

advanced. 

In all of these podcasts, some episodes will interest you and your group more than others. 

Prioritize those more interesting episodes! There is a universe of philosophy that you can 

explore in an order that’s suited to you and your group. You know your group and what 

will work best for you, and you should select the materials that will work the best.  

There are some possibilities for using podcasts in your group, given their conversational 

nature and the wide-reaching ground they cover:  

1. Set an episode as a discussion topic. 

a. This works best with tailored and specific questions (e.g. “how could 

technology affect human cognition”) that one podcast is particularly good 

at answering. 

b. This also works best as a light, low-commitment activity for earlier sessions 

when people haven’t bought into the club yet. 

c. Since podcast episodes vary a lot in length, the length of the episode you 

choose will also affect how easy this is for members to participate in as an 

activity.  

d. Shorter episodes are better for earlier sessions with newer members, 

whereas longer episodes are better for later sessions with members who 

want more learning from their listening. 

2. Set multiple episodes as a discussion topic, with the goal of comparing and 

contrasting their approaches.  

a. This works best with more general philosophical questions/areas (e.g. 

“Aristotle” or “the ethics of belief”) that will likely be covered by many 

podcasts. 

b. It’s also useful on these general questions because in those questions it’s 

much more likely that a single perspective would miss out on a lot - that’s 

a gap you can correct by discussing multiple perspectives, which will be 

obtained from different podcasts. 

c. This is better done in later sessions with more engaged club members. 

Videos  

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/rationally-speaking/id351953012
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- Justice - a lecture series introducing different schools of ethics and political 

philosophy, and their application to social and political issues today. ~50-minute 

videos. 

- Crash Course Philosophy - a series of educational videos on an extremely broad 

range of topics in philosophy. ~10-minute videos. 

- Ethics Matters – a video series featuring interviews with philosophers on a variety 

of topics. 

- School of Life - Western Philosophy - educational videos on classic Western 

philosophers. ~10-minute videos. 

- School of Life - Eastern Philosophy - educational videos on classic Eastern 

philosophers. ~5-minute videos. 

- Best of Alan Watts - excerpted lectures from Alan Watts, a late popularizer of 

Eastern philosophy for Western audiences. ~20-minute videos. 

- Best of Jiddu Krishnamurti - excerpted lectures from Jiddu Krishnamurti, a late 

philosopher and spiritual leader from India. ~10-minute videos 

- Africana Philosophy - a collection of talks and lectures on ideas in Africana 

philosophy, which explains unique aspects of African philosophical traditions, as 

well as issues affecting the African diaspora today. ~10-60 minute videos, vary a 

lot in their length.. 

These videos, unlike the podcasts and blogs, are almost entirely accessible to anyone. As 

a result, there are some ways to use the videos: 

1. Watch a video during club meeting and discuss immediately. 

a. This is ideal with short videos, with provocative questions/content that can 

spark a discussion as soon as people watch it.  

b. Because this requires no time outside of the club meeting, it’s also ideal for 

keeping new members engaged. 

2. Set a video as a discussion topic. 

a. This works best with longer videos, or series of small videos, which are fairly 

comprehensive and provide a lot of information and perspectives that can 

form the basis for a discussion. 

Other useful resources 

These are miscellaneous resources that are not blogs, podcasts or videos but are still 

educational and worth using in philosophy club. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBdfcR-8hEY&list=PL30C13C91CFFEFEA6
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8dPuuaLjXtNgK6MZucdYldNkMybYIHKR
http://ethicsmatterstvseries.com/tv-series/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwxNMb28XmpeypJMHfNbJ4RAFkRtmAN3P
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwxNMb28XmpeUL1vz9Su7OmeghBDgmj7X
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8_d6jihOdM6jEkzReObtm7ig3nuiRs7a
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdKEIEGX9sSwlV-V94-BxvYAHM7AMdxeS
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbAWLkfV26p-EZz_dr47CDLMUlaCR-KJ5
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- Socrates Jones: Pro Philosopher - a free point-and-click video game where you 

engage in arguments with historical philosophers to discover the nature of 

morality. See also a YouTube series playing the game.  

- In general, video games are some of the most interesting vehicles for 

philosophy today.  

- They are immersive experiences that can place players in the positions of 

really, viscerally making decisions around deep ethical and philosophical 

questions.  

- I haven’t included more video games in this resource list because most of 

them have to be purchased, and thus are less accessible to all members. 

But for members who are interested and able, some really philosophical 

video games include  

- Soma (consciousness, identity)  

- Nier: Automata (existentialism)  

- Undertale (ethics, egoism) 

- Papers, Please (political philosophy, nationalism) 

- The Stanley Parable (free will) 

- Getting Over It (meaning and struggle) 

- Everything (interconnectedness) 

- Project Gutenberg’s free philosophy ebooks - many classic texts in philosophy can 

be found here easily. 

- Philosophy Experiments - a variety of interactive surveys and games that probe 

your philosophical positions. 

 

  

http://socratesjones.com/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvoAL-KSZ32c9ilehJSvRo0sDMuqWN6cS
https://somagame.com/info.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjjxBIHefbk
https://nier.square-enix-games.com/en-us/age-gate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehM1m5-TG5g
https://undertale.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkJ8C1MEKLs
https://papersplea.se/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFxvi8vyzUA
https://www.stanleyparable.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSpIa3pdf48
http://www.foddy.net/2017/09/getting-over-it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjPSJHSsDmU
http://www.everything-game.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hCZyub7_v8
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/search/?query=philosophy
https://www.philosophyexperiments.com/
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Activities 

One of the greatest advantages of a philosophy club is that you can participate in 

philosophical activities with your peers that go beyond what a classroom can permit, and 

even what you can do teaching yourself from internet resources. These activities are 

meant to help your group get an immersive experience in philosophical games. 

Cryptarchy 

Cryptarchy is a game where everyone has to follow the rules, but only one person knows 

them.  

- Designate one person as the Cryptarch.  

- Take a deck of cards and distribute it among all the remaining players. 

- Players take turns playing cards on top of each other. 

- The Cryptarch decides whether a card play is “legal” or “illegal”. Illegal plays are 

punished with extra cards for the player. The only constraint is that the rule for 

legal card play must be consistent for all players.  

- A very simple example would be adopting Uno rules - a card is legal to play 

if it’s the same suit as the previous card, or the same card of a different 

suit. 

- The goal of all players is to get rid of all their cards, but in order to do that, they 

must deduce the Cryptarch’s rules with logical inferences from the Cryptarch’s 

rulings of legal and illegal plays. 

- The first person to get rid of all their cards wins, and becomes the new Cryptarch. 

They create their own Cryptarch rules, and play restarts. 

Cryptarchy is a game of deduction and logic: the player who wins will be the one who is 

best at making logical inferences to find the Cryptarch’s rules. In this way, it can be a 

fascinating learning experience in philosophical logic, which is an important part of 

philosophy that is usually not covered as much when philosophy is equated with ethics. 

Demos  

Demos is a game that puts players into a democracy. People have to work together to 

solve a social problem and protect themselves, and make tradeoffs the democratic way.  

- Design a social problem. It can be  
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- A political hot-button issue, like gun control or abortion 

- A policy problem, like water pollution or education reform 

- Choose stakeholders for the problem, who could support different positions on the 

issue you’ve identified. If there are N players, create N-2 stakeholders. 

- Create roles cards for the stakeholders involved, and two more: an incumbent 

politician and an opposition politician. 

- Gameplay proceeds in three periods followed by an election.  

- In each period, stakeholders talk to each other and to politicians to discuss 

the politician’s stance on the central problem. 

- In between periods, politicians announce their positions and answer 

questions from stakeholders. 

- At the end of three periods, each stakeholder casts a vote for one of the 

politicians in an election. (For this reason, it’s important to have an odd 

number of players.) 

- The elected politician then announces their policy to combat the social 

problem. 

- Apart from the elected politician, there are no cut-and-dry winners - much like a 

real democracy. Analyze the policy of the elected politician to see whether it’s a 

policy that you, as your stakeholder, are satisfied with. 

Demos is a complex game that is best played with relatively more time, like 60-75 

minutes. It is challenging to design and execute. But if done right, it is easily one of the 

most rewarding activities you can do in Philosophy Club. Democracy is the superstructure 

of our lives and our society, and getting into its guts to understand how it really works 

when the rubber meets the road is incredibly educational.   

The Justice Game 

The Justice Game is a game in which you try to build the most just society, without 

knowing your place in it.  

- Create a set of Identity Cards. These cards have social roles - e.g. Bill Gates, low-

skill immigrant, high-skill immigrant, homemaker, doctor, etc.  

- Ideally, these should be different every game. 

- Distribute the Identity Cards among players - however, players are not allowed to 

look at their card. 
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- Players discuss how to distribute social resources among the Identity Cards, 

building a set of social institutions to implement the rules/distribution of resources 

that they would prefer. 

- Players arrive at a consensus (not a majority vote) on the approach they would 

take to distributing resources. 

- Flip over Identity Cards, so players finally discover their identity in society.  

- Discuss who is better off and worse off from the consensus rule. 

- Bonus: if you plan to play the Justice Game more than once, ban players from 

proposing rules that they have adopted as consensus rules in past games. Force 

people to think more creatively! 

The Justice Game is a chance to build an ideal society and examine the consequences of 

that for everyone. It is best played with a small group of people, and takes 30-45 minutes.  

One-Rule Society 

The one-rule society is a very simple concept: everyone participating has to agree to one 

rule that governs the current club meeting. This one rule has to achieve consensus, or at 

least majority support (and it’s independently interesting to see what rules achieve one 

but not the other). It can be arrived at by debate, discussion, or any other means the 

club members want.  

Because it is not self-contained and affects the rest of the club functioning, the one-rule 

society is less of an activity and more of an overarching structural approach to Philosophy 

Club. The one rule you decide here will affect all activities and discussions happening in 

the club.  

The one-rule society is where the rubber meets the road: we can abstractly conceptualize 

rules that ought to govern society, but in the microcosm of society that is your club, how 

do those rules play out? Does it meet your expectations, and how do you revise your 

positions when it doesn’t? 

Make your own philosophy game! 

If Philosophy Club is done right, you should be exposed to new philosophical ideas 

regularly. Take it upon yourself to examine how these concepts can be turned into 

experiences that help you internalize them. The best philosophy games come from 

philosophical dilemmas, questions and positions that people have thought about for 
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decades. Understanding these concepts is important, and games offer a uniquely 

accessible and immersive way to do so. But I’m not the only one who can design games: 

you can too, and you should. 
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Conclusion 

In my time coaching high school students for the Ethics Bowl, I saw how 

exposure to philosophy could inspire students to express the ideas they had, 

and learn from others when those ideas met the world. That understanding 

was something I wanted to create for more students, who could take this 

learning into their own hands. That’s why I created this guide for setting up 

a Philosophy Club. 

If you do Philosophy Club right, you will gain the experience of a lifetime. 

You will create experiences that you will take everywhere, and you will learn 

more about yourself and the world. You will be exposed to the amazing ideas 

that philosophers throughout history and across the world have had, and 

learn to examine those ideas critically to filter them and evaluate your belief 

accordingly.   

Organizing and running a Philosophy Club is hard, but this guide has 

hopefully given you the capacity to get your Philosophy Club off the ground, 

and fuel its discussions and activities for a long time. Ultimately, the goal is 

for you to learn philosophy on your own and to drive your education with 

your peers. And if you want, this can be only the beginning of your journey 

with philosophy. 

Onwards! 

 

Karthik Tadepalli 

 

University of Pennsylvania 

 

 


